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Introduction

Mediterranean survey projects usually involve some kind of line-walking by teams of archaeologists across well-visible terrain, that is with no or limited vegetation, such as ploughed fields and fallow land. Surveys in the Mediterranean have a long history, and different practices of documenting and/or collecting finds exist and have evolved over time. Some projects document only “diagnostic” finds, whereas others consider all finds. The comparability of survey data collected using different sampling techniques is a key topic both within the projects themselves as well as between different survey projects, old and new (Attema et al. 2020). It is therefore imperative to increase our understanding of different sampling techniques and their specific analytical qualities. In this paper, we compare the “standard” Mediterranean method of transect survey with point sampling, which are spots where, within a 1 m diameter, all finds are collected. We apply these methods to approach two important concerns in field survey, each regarding the extreme of the spectrum: on the one hand, the scarce data of highly vegetated areas in the landscape and, on the other, the very large rural sites that instead produce tons of finds. The experiment taps into a set of methodological issues that we shall briefly discuss.

Smearing: on spatial definition

For standard transect survey, a well-established protocol exists in which typically 5–10 persons, distanced 5–10 m from one another, walk fields (as defined by modern topographical conditions) or regularized units (of standard measures, such as 50 × 50 m) along lines. Along the line they walk, they document all finds 1 m to their left and 1 m to their right, which results in a 20–40% coverage of the units. Collecting surface material per field (e.g. Voorrips, Loving, and Kamermans 1991) or per pre-established units of, e.g., 50 × 50 m or 100 × 100 m (e.g. Alcock, Cherry, and Davis 1994) has the considerable advantage over smaller collection units in that it costs less time for collection and documentation, both in the field as well as in processing the finds post-collection. However, the risk here is that archaeological finds potentially relating to different archaeological or historical realities are lumped together, thereby losing spatial resolution but also involuntarily widening interpretative scenarios from off-site material (Millett 2000; Tol 2012). For instance, Hellenistic material from one end of a field (potential interpretation: off-site material of Hellenistic farm?) will, as a result of post-factum decisions (i.e. the putting together of all bags with collected finds by the separate walkers), be mixed with Roman period material from the other end of the field (potential interpretation: off-site material of the nearby Roman settlement?), thus losing interpretative precision (“off-site Hellenistic-Roman material”).

With high find densities (“sites”), these problems are somewhat limited, because finds are (besides per unit) documented within the boundaries of the high concentration area (the “site”). However, within sites, a smearing effect of the spatial attributes of the archaeological data also occurs. With regard to small or medium-sized rural sites, of dimensions from ca. 5–50 m in diameter, this is less problematic, especially for single period sites. For small and medium-sized rural sites, fuller or total collection strategies with a higher resolution of collection units is feasible in light of their limited size and overall find quantities. A whole range of possible methods is available for such sites, from the selection of only diagnostics (e.g. the methods of the Forma Italicæ series; for an example, see Marchi 2016) down to the mapping of single finds with (D)GPS (e.g. García-Sánchez and
Cisneros 2013). There is a clear trade-off between intensity of collection strategies and time investment, with an optimum between the extra information acquired on the one hand and the time investment on the other. This optimum is different in each situation, because it depends on the research questions and the character of the archaeological situation.

**Sampling hidden landscapes**

Despite the advantages and proven merits of the transect method, a more important weakness is its bias favoring specific, presently arable, land-use conditions (cf. Attema et al. 2020, 5). As transect surveyors depend on recently ploughed or otherwise high-visibility portions of the landscape, terrains and soil types preferred in modern agriculture are likely to be overrepresented in most survey projects. In the Mediterranean, the low-visibility areas are often covered with forests and shrubs. As a result, these areas are substantially less, and often not at all, investigated. Consequently, we risk a systematic bias against ancient settlement for certain periods/societies in which the fertile terrains were avoided in order to cultivate them (cf. Van Leusen, Pizzolio, and Sarti 2007). Indeed, modern land use and vegetation patterns may diverge from ancient landscapes as a function of different technology, socio-economic and demographic regimes, or climatic conditions. Indeed, many areas settled or cultivated in antiquity are now hidden by vegetation (for the effect of reforestation on archaeological visibility in Molise, cf. Stek et al. 2015, 240). The character of settlements may also differ according to soil conditions and geography, which means that we cannot simply extrapolate site numbers and site types from the fertile areas into non- or low-visibility areas in the research area. Sampling these low- or non-visibility zones with comparable methods is clearly essential, but precisely how to achieve this in a feasible way is the crux. For including low-visibility zones comes at significant cost: methods to sample low- or non-visibility areas are very costly in terms of time and energy. Therefore, these methods usually limit sampling to small areas (Van de Velde 2001; Caraher et al. 2014). This means that finding the right balance in sampling is of great importance—with the least redundancy, but enough statistical power to help interpret these hidden portions of the landscape.

**Sampling large rural sites**

Another key problem in standard field survey practice is the inclusion of large rural sites. Total collection is rarely an option in sites of over 5–20 ha in surface, as this would lead to the collection of hundreds to thousands of kilos of archaeological material, depending on the character of the site (cf. Attema et al. 2020, 30). An often-applied solution is to diverge from the standard collection strategy and be (very) selective in the collection of surface material, typically by only collecting finds that are deemed to be diagnostic in terms of periodization and function. But selective collection has risks, too. As we know, archaeological finds can turn out to be much more indicative if collected, washed, and studied by a specialist in the find lab, sometimes revealing phases or activities that were not recognized in the field by (often less-experienced) field walkers. Selection can thus lead to the systematic ignoring of entire chronological periods or functions of (part of) a site. In addition, these sites present differential visibility conditions within the sites themselves. Large sites can be located over many different plots of terrain, including non-visibility areas. Habitu ally, these areas are regarded as non-response areas with regards to the field survey and are thus excluded from analysis. In our view, however, this presents a considerable risk of losing important information. We think that trying to resolve the exclusion of non-visibility areas is in many cases as important as, if not more important than, attaining a high spatial resolution or total collection of finds in the high-visibility areas exclusively.

**A Systematic Test of Point Sampling and Line-Walking in Molise**

To try and develop a survey method to investigate lower and non-visibility areas in both off-site and on-site conditions, we created a research design to test the virtues of point sampling, as well as its comparability and integrative potential with other, more standard survey methods (Van de Velde 2001; Caraher et al. 2014; Attema et al. 2020). The area we selected for this test is located in the Tappino Valley in Molise, central-southern Italy (Stek 2018). The test formed part of the Tappino Area Archaeological project, based at Groningen University (2013–present), which builds on the Sacred Landscape Project (2004–2010). The aim of these projects is to shed light on settlement developments in the Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman periods in this area by applying a combination of intensive field survey strategies and remote sensing, as well as excavation. In antiquity, the area was inhabited by a people known in the ancient sources as the Samnites (and the area itself as Samnium). The Samnites are thought to have had a particular, non-urbanized settlement organization. Important research has been conducted in the area since the 1960s, especially, but there are still many unknowns (for Samnite history and archaeology, see e.g. Salmon 1967; La Regina 1989; Barker 1995; Dench 1995; Tagliamonte 1997; Jones 2004; Bispham 2007; Scopacasa 2015). Cult sites and hill-forts are the most visible remains of antiquity in the area. However, settlement sites are less documented and understood. Also, here, large rural sites such as villages are conspicuously absent in the overall picture. The Sacred Landscape Project was designed with a view to contribute to this debate. Its aim was to map the precise function and chronological development of rural cult sites (Stek and Pelgrom 2005; Stek 2009; Pelgrom and Stek 2010), along with methodological tests with the off-site data (Waagen 2014).

One of the main results of the surveys around the sanctuaries of S. Giovanni in Galdo, Colle Rimontato and Gildone, Cupa was the documentation of very dense rural settlement around the sanctuaries, including village-type settlements. The Tappino Area Archaeological Project follows up on this project by investigating in more detail the pattern and development of Samnite and Roman settlement in the area and farther away from the sanctuaries and to investigate the character and development of both small and large rural sites. As part of this on-going research project, we aim to develop methods to also include low- and non-visibility areas in our study. In the 2013 summer campaign, we experimented with the use of point sampling when we came across a large rural site in the territory of the modern Comune of Jelsi (Figure 1) on a hilltop called Colle (or Montagna) San Martino. In the 2014 campaign, we applied the same method on the large hill-fort site of Montagna di Gildone in the territory of the Comune of Gildone. Here, we
describe the test design and first results of our research at Colle S. Martino.

The Site of Colle S. Martino and the Sampling Design

The site of Colle S. Martino is positioned at the top of a long moderate ridge at an altitude of 660 masl. While the site has long been known locally to produce archaeological finds (e.g. D’Amico 1953), it has never been subjected to detailed archaeological analysis. At a first visit to the site in 2012, we found evidence of a very large scatter of archaeological material, visible to various degrees in small plots of land, including within the orto (garden) of a farmhouse where we found, among many other finds, a 6th century B.C. black gloss (BG) rim. During a preliminary visit to establish our strategy in the field in August 2013, we encountered exceptional archaeological finds, in terms of both quantity and quality, in a recently ploughed field, where almost intact pots of BG pottery, as well as bronze items, were retrieved. In view of the size of the site (estimated over 8 ha), its exceptionally high find density, and its possible historical importance, we decided to apply an intensive survey strategy to the site, involving detailed surface survey, aerial photography using drones, and coring. The archaeological interpretation and historical embedding of the site will be presented elsewhere; for the current paper, it suffices to acknowledge that we are dealing with a large, rural settlement site with finds dating from the Archaic/Classical periods to the Roman imperial period. In view of the size and character of the site, we decided to select this site and its environs for our first test with point sampling. Later, we also applied point sampling at the large hill-fort site of Montagna di Gildone and at a large rural site of the Roman period near S. Giovanni in Galdo. We focus here on Colle S. Martino, but we will make some comparisons when useful.

Our aim was to establish the suitability of the method for two different (but related) aspects. First, to implement point sampling as a systematic sample method in comparison to standard transect survey in the same location and, second, to use point sampling as a way to overcome difficulties in the interpretation of the overall archaeological situation due to visibility constraints by sampling areas that were not sampled or with bad response in the transect survey.

As to the first aim, the sheer size of the site and the find density encountered meant that it was clear that a selective sampling strategy was in order to avoid spending all our future field and find lab campaigns just on this site. On the other hand, we wanted to minimize the problems related to collecting in transects because of the smearing effect and the potential bias resulting from collecting only so-called diagnostics. A method applying total collection of small samples of the entire site therefore seemed appropriate and the use of point samples worth a try. As to the second aim, we noted considerable problems in the overall interpretation of the site as a result of limited visibility in portions of the area where the site seemed to be located. Both for establishing its internal organization and continuity, as well as for determining the extension of the site as such, point samples seemed a suitable additional tool.

The site was sampled using a standard transect method with 20% coverage of units with a maximum size of 50 × 100 m (which were used in the Sacred Landscape Project and in the Tappino Area Project; for explanation, see Waagen 2014). Point samples, circular sample units with 1 m diameter, were collected in those units at 10 m intervals and, in some cases, a 5 m interval. Point samples were also collected where transect survey was impossible due to heavy vegetation (Figure 2B). This resulted in a sample collection of 25 units with overlapping point samples, a total of 794 point samples in transects, as well as non-visibility areas, eventually amounting to 9255 individual sherds (Figure 2A). As a result, we have a considerable sample of transect sample units and point samples, partly overlapping, at various intervals. To enable direct comparison between them, we aggregated the data of the point samples on the basis of transect
Comparing Point Samples and Transect Samples

To establish the usefulness and optimal implementation of point sampling, we first determine what type of information can be extracted from them and how that information compares to the information retrieved from standard transect survey. Techniques such as shovel-testing or test-pitting have been experimented with extensively (Krakker, Shott, and Welch 1983; Kintigh 1988; Lightfoot 1989; Chadwick and Evans 2000). The difference is that these collection methods are actually excavations, whereas point sampling is a less invasive surface examination. Evidently, the finds collected within small units, with archaeologists on their knees, result in a different and larger sample per examined area than that produced when archaeologists walk a transect line and pick up finds (e.g. Burger and Todd 2006, 243). There are two sides to this difference: on the one hand, if point samples and transect samples produce roughly comparable information, this facilitates direct integration of both methods in one survey design. On the other hand, if a different type of information can be extracted from point sampling than from transect sampling, this may add new information on the archaeology of the area but means that straightforward comparison with transect sampling is more difficult.

We discuss the results along different parameters. We will start with a quantitative comparison, with the following key questions: is the density recorded in transect sampling and point sampling related and thus comparable? How does point sampling, where vegetation was removed, perform in relation to transect sampling? Is the proportion of finds different? Is there a different efficiency of point sampling in low or high find density areas? After this, we will perform a qualitative comparison, with the following key questions: does point sampling only add quantitatively (with more small undiagnostic finds) or also add new types of diagnostic finds? Does an increase in sample richness cause a shift in sample evenness? Then, we will turn to the issue of sample unit resolution, with the following key question: which resolution of point sampling (5, 10, or 20 m distance) is most effective to establish site density and record relevant information? We will then elucidate the potential of point sampling for archaeological interpretation, with attention to the key question: does point sampling lead to different archaeological interpretations, i.e. the spatial, chronological, and functional definition of the material assemblages? We will then finish with an assessment of cost estimation, with the key question: what is the resources investment difference between transect sampling and point sampling?

Matching Point Samples with Transect Survey Samples

To establish the reliability of point sampling, we need to assess to what degree point sampling results in a representative view of the material distributions on the site. Much work has been done on the comparison of different spatial sampling techniques, mainly concerning their relative efficiency from the perspective of statistical theory (e.g. Muell 1974; Plog 1976, 1978; Nance 1983). Ideally, an assessment of relative efficiency would involve comparing both sample types with a total collection sample with a 100% coverage or with a known population, such as in a seeding experiment (e.g. Ammerman 1985; Boismier 1997; Schon 2002). However, such practical field tests are often of limited scope. Therefore, we approach the analysis by performing an empirical comparison of both archaeological field survey methods as they are currently practiced in the Mediterranean.

Compared to transect survey, point sampling offers the advantage of close examination at an increased spatial resolution and, if combined with surface cleaning, neutralizing
most negative surface visibility effects. If we substitute transect samples with point samples, however, it means that we sacrifice coverage, where transect sampling may be less sensitive to stochastic spatial variability. This stochastic variation must be understood as an error margin on the probability of getting a representative sample when placing a sample unit in a surface distribution of assumed density and spatial structure. Due to the decrease of total coverage on a site when point sampling, such risk increases. Whereas there is a large body of literature discussing the potential of estimating its statistical effects in prospective archaeology (Hodder and Orton 1976; Krakker, Shott, and Welch 1983; Nance and Ball 1986, 1989; Kintigh 1988; Lightfoot 1989; Shott 1989; Orton 2000; Banning 2002; Verhagen and Tol 2004; Verhagen et al. 2012; Verhagen 2013), it is beyond the scope of this paper to deal with this explicitly. Nevertheless, the potential impact will be taken into account.

Quantitative Comparisons

Essential for quantitative comparisons in artifact studies is to establish the numerator that is least affected by biases. Breakage (fragmentation of sherds) is a good example of such a bias. An extensive analysis (Waagen 2021) shows that the variability in fragmentation within and between ceramic ware groups at Colle S. Martino has a strong effect on establishing abundance using simple frequencies. Although consistency in breakage patterns is suggested as a mitigation to this problem (cf. Molina Vidal 1997; Mateo Corredor and Molina Vidal 2016), samples from point sampling are likely to consist of generally smaller pieces of pottery, which creates a systematic bias in comparisons between the various sample types, even if general breakage would be uniform. Using only feature sherds is impossible because point samples and transect samples catch a very limited number of diagnostic sherds in comparison to excavation. Therefore, we use weight and weight densities alongside numeric densities. This means, however, that we should specify the ceramic ware types, because these have a different average weight. The ceramic ware types in Table 1 are used in this analysis (for further specification, see Pelgrom and Stek 2010).

General correlations vs. visibility and minimum coverage

To establish whether point sampling yields a representative sample of surface distributions, it should show a degree of similarity in its results to transect sampling. We first look at the factor difference (FD) between point sampling and transect sampling, i.e., the ratio between total quantities of ceramics collected for both techniques expressed in weight densities (Caraher et al. 2014). The mean FD between transect samples and point samples is 1.228, meaning we find on average 22.8 times more finds per m² in point sampling as opposed to transect sampling. This is the result of closer inspection of the ground and the removal of vegetation in point sampling. In fact, if we compare with corrected transect sampling densities (weighted on relative detectability; see Waagen 2014, 422), we find a mean FD of 1:2.3. In other words, the difference in sherd density as collected between transect sampling and point sampling is between 2.3 and 22.8, depending on the validity of visibility-weighting (cf. Schon 2000, 2002, and further below).

The FD for just Coarse Ware (CW) weight densities (uncorrected) is almost 1:75. Because these FDs are all higher for number than for weight density, we confirm that point sampling samples a smaller subset of the archaeological surface record than transect sampling does and that the difference in density between the two methods is considerable. To understand to what degree the two sampling techniques may still result in comparable trends, we use statistical regression. To avoid biases caused by ware-specific weight or by sample size (wares with too few items), we exclusively use CW and Plain Ware (PW) weight densities. The general comparison between CW and PW in both sample techniques shows rather weak correlations (respectively, $r^2 = 0.17$, $p = 0.00$ and $r^2 = 0.14$, $p = 0.00$) (Figure 3). This correlation is, however, stronger when we factor in two of the point sampling method characteristics: 1) point sampling’s power to detect archaeological finds in fallow, overgrown terrain, as opposed to transect survey and 2) the need for a minimum coverage by point samples in a certain terrain in order to detect the underlying archaeology.

As to 1), the strong potential of point sampling in countering low-visibility is illustrated with transect sample unit 2328 (for location of the transect samples see Figure 2A). Among the data points in both graphs, transect sample unit 2328 strongly overperforms, i.e., the point sampling resulted in more finds than predicted or explained by the regression line. This aligns with our field observations, because this field was directly next to the main site area, yet it was uncultivated and had not been ploughed for at least a couple of years. Leaving all transect samples with such conditions (“fallow” in our database) out of the equation, the correlations grow from weak to moderately strong (respectively, $r^2 = 0.62$, $p = 0.00$ and $r^2 = 0.65$, $p = 0.00$). A similar situation is documented by transect sample units 2318 and 2342 (contingent fallow fields), yielding CW weight densities of 0.15 and 2.65 g/m² for point sampling and 0 g/m² (for both) for transect sampling. Translated to sherd number densities, this amounts to 0.16 sherds/m² and 0.85 CW sherds/m² in fields where the standard transect sampling collection did not produce any finds. We conclude that point sampling is especially effective in overgrown, fallow terrain. Moreover, this did not happen the other way around: there were no transect samples that yielded archaeological finds during standard transect sampling, yet none by point sampling.

As to 2), there is a minimum coverage of a certain terrain with point samples for producing results that can be compared to transect sample collection. In the graphs, the cases in which point sampling underperforms are all explained by a very partial coverage with a relatively low number of
point samples over the transect samples (e.g. in 2306, 2323, 2325, and 2337). Leaving such fields with low point sample coverage out of the equation, the correlation becomes stronger (respectively, $r^2 = .85$, $p = .00$ and $r^2 = .71$, $p = .00$; see Figure 3). Again, this aligns with our hypothesis that there is a general correlation between the two techniques, in that where point sampling coverage is low, the lumping of material in transect samples and/or the vulnerability of point sampling can cause deviation from the overall density.

We infer from this that at a certain coverage, point sampling accurately assesses the distributions of find densities and effectively combats the low-visibility problem. A too-low coverage of point samples, however, makes the samples vulnerable to variable spatial distributions and stochastics.

Residual divergences between point sampling and transect sampling

We can now turn to the remaining samples (i.e. with good point sample coverage and non-fallow) and discuss the residual divergences between point sampling and transect sampling. Differences in overall density is often raised as an important factor (cf. Wandsnider and Camilli 1992; Schon 2002). It is argued that, in general, FDs between point sampling and transect sampling are, ceteris paribus, larger in low densities than in high densities as a result of a greater effect of spatial stochastics in low densities and a much more selective collection process. The latter is based on a rather impressionistic observation that low densities will have people kneeling down less, possibly paying even less attention, and, therefore, result in a less consistent scrutiny of the surface distribution. Indeed, we can establish this relationship for the FD by plotting point sampling weight densities against the transect sampling weight densities. The relation is best exposed as a logarithmic regression (Figure 4) for CW and P, respectively, $r^2 = .535$, $p = .09$ and $r^2 = .359$, $p = .06$, although the effect is considerably stronger for PW than for CW. FDs grow increasingly bigger as the densities get lower, so the chance of collecting a sample through point sampling that shows much higher densities
of material increases exponentially under low-visibility conditions (cf. Schon 2002).

Other factors that could explain the residual differences between point sampling and transect sampling are recorded visibility factors, soil humidity, light/shadow conditions, vegetation coverage, and presence of stones and recent material, as well as the final visibility indexation of the fields. It is elsewhere argued that the linear scale on which these are usually recorded is actually inaccurate as a method for bias correction (e.g. Schon 2000, 108–109; 2002; Caraher et al. 2014, 53) and thus unfit for simple explanation of density variability. Indeed, the residuals tested against those factors did not result in any significant correlations: in other words, none of the visibility factors explain residual variation. Given that the influence of tillage conditions is instead very clear, we conclude that we should be careful to apply corrections using simple, linear scales based on these visibility factors.

We must note that by progressively excluding transect sample units from our batch, we reached a sample size of, respectively, $n = 7$ and $n = 9$ for both the last regression and the residual analysis, which for principles of robustness would not meet formal statistical procedure criteria. Notwithstanding this caveat, we argue that the data tentatively fall in line with the general theory of spatial sampling, as well as with our set of hypotheses and our impressions on artifact collection in low densities.

**Qualitative Differences**

It is important to understand whether point sampling actually leads to a qualitatively superior insight into the properties of the surface distribution. Although it has been argued that a more intensive investigation will increase representation for all classes equally (e.g. Wandsnider and Camilli 1992, 177; Schon 2002, 136), sample theory suggests that increased sample size leads to an increase of detection probability of more rare items, i.e. increasing sample richness. Due to the detection of smaller items, proportions can also be expected to change, which is known as sample evenness. It is important to evaluate such potential improvements in
our data in the light of resource expenditure. The more intensive collection of materials carries the risk, and burden, of collecting large amounts of redundant data (cf. Caraher et al. 2014). Below, the qualitative properties of the point sampling pottery batches will be assessed in terms of qualitative properties for both proportional differences in wares and feature sherds, as well as periodization possibly affected by detection of more pieces of rarer pottery.

**Evenness**

As for the sample evenness, the main question is whether collection in transect samples is selective with regard to the larger fragments and if this therefore means that point sampling leads to the proportional increase of more fragmented Fine Ware categories. For comparing the proportions between wares, we leave out the very heavy material; it makes up 90% in the total sample weight density and thus skews any comparison. Although clearly there is a general increase in densities in both weight and number in the more fragmented wares, they are dwarfed by changes in CW and PW; CW increases its share from 51% to 64%, and the proportion of PW decreases from 24% to 11%. However small the effect for more fragmented Fine Wares, the actual increase in absolute numbers and weight density shows a notable effect. For the compared samples, in a total of 51,453 m² of transect sampling, we collected 19 BG sherds, while for a total of 773 m² of point sampling, we collected 12 BG sherds, where the point sampled surface area was 1/67th of the total area the transect survey investigated. In fact, the FD of the CW weight densities is 1:34, where the FD of the BG weight densities is 1:39.

It follows that under moderate effects, the shift with the biggest quantitative impact is in CW and PW densities. Although it is clear that the PW weight and number densities are also higher in the point samples, the increase in CW is so strong that the relative share of PW decreases. Although the increased presence of CW may be a more realistic reflection of the amount of kitchen and storage wares expected on a site such as this, it also increases the collection of redundant data. In the case of individual point samples, the shift in proportions can be assessed in more detail. In case of, e.g., transect sample unit 2320 (Figure 5), the spatially more precise mapping of proportions per point sample shows that the higher density area recognized as “site” is now dominated by CW, where the lower density areas in the transect sampling (off-site) shows a more prominent presence of PW. This gives us a much crisper image of actual distribution and potential causes for this spatial configuration; is the high CW presence related to an area of storage and/or cooking and the area with more PWs to an area of consumption? This actually showcases the advantage for interpretation of the locational precision of the point sampling, countering the smearing effect in this field.

**Richness measured in feature sherds**

As for sample richness, for point sampling, we can expect that we find a higher variability of materials, i.e. more rare items, in the point sample, specifically for the fragmented Fine Wares. We can assess this by looking at feature sherds and less common ware classes. As for feature sherds, the question is whether it is reasonable to suggest that transect sampling will be more effective in collecting feature sherds,
as they are generally heavier (larger) and have a more distinctive shape, making them easier to recognize during walking. Indeed, the difference between the mean weight of feature and non-feature sherds of 5.25 g is statistically significant ($t = -10.42, p = .00$).

The transect method overall retrieves more feature sherds: an average of 7.68 CW feature sherd per transect sample unit against 4.25 CW feature sherd per point sample aggregation. However, this is due to a larger coverage of transect sampling. Feature sherd density shows that point samples have markedly higher densities, with an average of 0.07 CW feature sherd per m$^2$ for point sampling against 0.003 CW feature sherd per m$^2$ for transect sampling; effectively 23 times denser. This is very likely an effect of full collection, i.e. a larger sample size. The proportional difference between feature and non-feature shows a decided increase in both weight and number of feature sherds for the point samples (Figure 6), with a FD of, respectively, 1:1.78 and 1:1.57 for the CW, which points towards a proportional increase in smaller feature sherds. For PW, the FDs are, respectively, 1.278 and 1.280, indicating an increase in similar sized feature sherds but a much larger increase than for the CW sherds. The most dramatic increase is in PW feature weight densities, as those increase from less than 25% to more than 50% (!), likely reflecting small rim and base fragments. The difference between PW and CW is explained by the generally smaller sizes of PW: $\bar{x}$ sherd weight PW in transect sampling is 6 g and in point sampling is 4.4 g, and $\bar{x}$ sherd weight for CW in transect sampling is 8.5 g and in point sampling is 5.1 g. The smaller sized material collected through point sampling evidently results in a dramatic increase in small PW feature sherds, whereas the effect on CW is smaller, probably because they are relatively more easily traced through transect sampling.

Therefore, we can affirm that point sampling does indeed lead to a more effective collection of smaller feature sherds that are otherwise missed in transect sampling. PW feature sherds from point sampling can significantly contribute to interpreting the site. The identification of the vessel shapes, i.e. table ware, light cooking gear, etc., in combination with the spatial precision of their collection, offers good potential to give us insight into the various types of human activity in the different zones of the site. Additionally, any datable material will help specify the chronological resolution of those activities. A preliminary finds analysis revealed that some of the Plain Ware feature sherds are probably very worn BG sherds. The likeness of this association is strengthened because BG material is only found when there is PW in the sample, so they are strongly spatially correlated (i.e. PW in 11 of 18 point sample aggregations, of which 9 also contained BG; there are no BG fragments in point samples without PW). If it is any indication, for all BG sherds collected through point sampling on the site, 72 sherds and 29 diagnostic shapes were identified, which resulted in 9 shape dates, which is ca. 1 in 3 (R. A. A. Kalkers, personal communication 2019). If this is the upper threshold for the identification of datable PW sherds, it could still add substantial information to our understanding of functional and chronological characteristics of the site.

**Richness measured in rare ware categories**

As for the less common ware classes, we can directly compare the assemblages as collected through the two sampling techniques (Table 2). We can clearly differentiate the samples on the same principles as the quantitative comparisons above.

If we look at the fallow fields, clearly the point sampling uncovered wares that were not found in the transect sampling, whereas as if we look at the fields with few point samples (< 6), transect sampling outperforms the point sampling. Assessing the remaining transect samples units, the comparison shows considerable variability.

The pattern confirms the effect of visibility and spatial stochastics/coverage on both transect sampling or point sampling. For areas with reasonable visibility (again: not fallow) and a relatively large covering of point samples, the return in wares is variable, predominantly concerning the rarer ware classes (CW is not affected). Rare ware categories such as BG in point sampling consist of overall smaller pieces than in transect sampling (e.g. the BG sherds collected in the point samples of 2310 and 2334 measured 1, 1, 3, and 4 g, whereas those collected in transect sample units 2307 and 2321 measured 4, 4, 7, and 8 g), so, indeed, the point sampling targets the smaller materials much more effectively. Although point sampling is not necessarily better when it comes to retrieving rare ware categories, it surely collects a particularly useful, complementary dataset of items that are very likely missed in transect survey. For example, in 2342, two BG sherds were recovered, including one 4th–mid-3rd century B.C. skyphos fragment, and in 2328, 2310, and 2334, the point samples produced BG sherds where no BG was found in the transect sampling. These were only generically datable but still add evidence of the spatial extent of human activity on the site in these periods. In fields where BG material was retrieved from both transect sample units and point samples, the point sampling assemblage added a narrower chronological frame, i.e. point samples in 2320 produced a skyphos fragment dating to 290–225 B.C., while two BG sherds from the transect collection could only be generally dated to the 3rd century B.C. In another example, in transect sample unit 2322, containing another scatter boundary, the point samples produced one BG sherd, outside of the scatter boundary, of a rare late 6th–early 4th century B.C. date.

**Point Sampling at Various Intervals**

For the methodological analysis for using point sampling in survey designs, optimizing the intensity of the sample grid is of paramount importance. The analysis we perform is not aimed at detectability of specific archaeological phenomena (cf. Banning 2002, 28), but at understanding the potential for retrieving a statistically representative sample of a continuous surface material distribution. We assess point sampling at different spatial intervals, namely 5, 10, and 20 m, to allow comparison between those intervals in terms of efficiency. Based on sample theory and our findings so far, the 20 m point samples are likely to result in too small a sample to adequately represent the surface distributions, whereas for the 5 m samples, we have theoretically higher probabilities to retrieve rare ware categories. In order to test these hypotheses, we assess richness and PW densities of the samples. Since the 5 m point samples were limited to two fields that have not been transect surveyed and several single rows (arrays), it is not very useful to compare the various spatial intervals to the transect sampling assemblages.
Therefore, we opted for a comparison between the various point sampling intervals for a selection of arrays and the two aforementioned fields (Figure 7A).

Assessing weight density by creating subselections in the fields and arrays of 5, 10, and 20 m point sampling, we see that, overall, the 5 and 10 m point samples stay considerably...
closer together than either does to the 20 m point samples (Figure 7B). The linear correlation between the 5 and 10 m point samples \(r^2 = .74, p = .00\) is considerably stronger than the correlation between 5 and 20 m \(r^2 = .21, p = .07\) and between 10 and 20 m \(r^2 = .25, p = .05\). The deviations between the weight densities of the various intervals are positive as well as negative: again, the result of the sample size effect and spatial stochastics. The increase in sample richness with sample size is shown by plotting the number of ware categories for every interval (Figure 7B). The increase appears to be rather linear, suggesting a proportional growth.

In conclusion, it is clear that the point samples at the 20 m interval show considerable deviation in relation to the point samples at the 5 and 10 m interval and are, at least in the case of tracking material densities on a large rural site, less adequate. The 5 m point samples are effective at improving probabilities of retrieving rare materials, with the obvious drawbacks in increased time investment and increasing numbers of abundant material, likely CW.

### Table 2. Comparison of ware categories retrieved through either transect samples (TS) or point sample assemblages (PS) per transect. Given are differences; rest of the ware profile is similar (for abbreviations, see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transect Unit</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>PS Contain</th>
<th>TS Contain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2318</td>
<td>Fallow field</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2328</td>
<td>Fallow field</td>
<td>BG, TS, TIL</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2342</td>
<td>Fallow field</td>
<td>BG, CW, GL, IMB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2344</td>
<td>Fallow field</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2306</td>
<td>Few PS (&lt; 6)</td>
<td>GL, ITS, PW</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2323</td>
<td>Few PS (&lt; 6)</td>
<td>BG, IMB, PW, TIL</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2325</td>
<td>Few PS (&lt; 6)</td>
<td>GL, IMB, PW</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2333</td>
<td>Few PS (&lt; 6)</td>
<td>GL, IMB, IMPCW</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2307</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>BG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2308</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IMB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2310</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>BG, IMB, TIL</td>
<td>GL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2311</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PW, TIL</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2320</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RPW, PMJ, GL</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2321</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>BG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2322</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>ARS, IMPCW, RTW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2334</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>BG, GL</td>
<td>DO, TIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2337</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>DO, IMB, PW, TIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Point Sampling in Spatial Site Analysis

The extensive analysis of point samples, quantitatively as well as qualitatively, results in a characterization of their unique and/or complementary qualities in relation to transect sample units. With at least six point samples per transect sample unit at a maximum distance of 10 m, point samples provide very useful find information. The point sampling technique is effective in counteracting visibility problems due to vegetation and/or lack of tillage and results in much more accurate samples in those fields. The point samples effectively collect the more fragmented part of the surface material distributions, which results in the proportionally increased presence of smaller Fine Wares, specifically PW feature sherds, which appears to be correlated with the presence of BG and may be worn BG vessel parts. Point sampling also appears particularly effective in low densities; the increase in weight densities is stronger for low-density areas where transect sampling underrepresents off-site densities. Finally, the locational precision of point sampling has been demonstrated to potentially mitigate the smearing effect of transect sampling.

The advantage of higher locational precision can be further bolstered by a commonly held perception that larger objects travel further along the length of the ploughing direction than small objects (Lewarch and O’Brien 1981). Since we have shown point sampling to collect the more fragmented and smaller surface materials, such an effect could have quite an impact on the added value of localized point sampling. Although the evidence for this size effect based on field experiments is neither overwhelming nor uncontested (Odell and Cowan 1987; Yorston, Gaffney, and Reynolds 1990), it must be noted that these dealt with collections of stone artifacts and a different type of terrain and never surpassed (to the authors’ knowledge) a duration of six years (Yorston, Gaffney, and Reynolds 1990). Computer simulations have shown considerable effects over longer periods (Yorston, Gaffney, and Reynolds 1990; Boismier 1997). Based on the latter, it seems reasonable to suggest that point sampling targets material that is less likely to be displaced once present on the surface. In so far as the...
location of that material can be considered meaningful, e.g. in the case of a site, point sampling would provide a more reliable representation of the spatial configuration of the site.

Based on the technical analysis of point sampling, the question is whether point sampling leads to different archaeological interpretations, i.e. the spatial, chronological, and functional definition of the material assemblages. The potential of point sampling is here demonstrated by three examples: site extents, off-site interpretation, and intra-/extra-site functional zones and chronology.

**Site extents**

In order to assess the site extents, i.e., defining the area of sustained human activity related to the site, using point sampling in terms of conventional site density thresholds, it must be recognized that the weight densities are rather abstract representations of quantity. They do not relate to what field walkers usually perceive as site density, namely > 5 sherd/m^2^ (which is, of course, only a general indicator; cf. Waagen 2014). In order to express relative weight densities in a metric that is closer to dispersion of numerical quantities, we propose a sherd weight density equivalent (SWDE): the weight density divided by the mean sherd weight (after removal of building material, which is, of course, also a site indicator) to estimate the number of sherds the weight density would, on average, represent. Caution is warranted when comparing the SWDE to the 5 sherd/m^2^ threshold which is used for site identification in the field. Since point sampling sheds quite a different light on overall densities of material, which turn out to be substantially higher than those perceived through transect sampling, any threshold will have to be re-evaluated in the context of point sampling research designs. In this paper, we will forego any attempts to align these, but we will use the SWDE as a heuristic for critical contextual assessment.

Overall, by mapping the point sampling SWDE, a tentative definition of the site extent can be projected (Figure 8). Through the detailed and visibility-mitigating looking glass of the point samples, there are some differences and/or refinements to the original conception (also Figures 9–12, for location of the transect samples see Figure 2A). Transect sample unit 2328 is very likely part of the main site area; it reaches SWDE site density in seven of the point samples and approaches regular transect sampling site density in others, it shows a higher ware variability in the point samples, and it features relatively frequent diagnostic PW and CW. Transect sample unit 2321 shows evidence of continuity between 2320 and 2322, based on the SWDE and CW diagnostics. Although intersected with few point samples, transect sample unit 2343 appears to continue SWDE site density, rendering the identified nucleus in the center of that transect sample unit part of a continuous distribution. Again, CW diagnostics and weight densities corroborate these patterns.

To the northwest (transect sample units 2160 and 2161) and southeast (no transect sampling), notwithstanding the sparse distribution of point samples, the samples do attest SWDE hovering just under site density. Their material compositions are primarily made up of building materials and CW, with some PW. The site nuclei drawn based on transect

![Figure 8. Approximate site boundaries based on the sherd weight density equivalent resulting in a total area of 5.85 ha.](image-url)
sampling are quite different based on the point sampling SWDE, with the exception of 2333, where BG comes from the point samples. Based on the spatial dispersion of the densities and ware variability (see Figure 10), the sharp contrast between high and low densities turns into a more gradual transition, as expected. Indeed, with mapping the point sampling SWDE, we recognize a gradual decrease in find densities and can put a finer point on the overall pattern, whereas in transect sampling, the site definition is much more binary.

Off-site interpretation

The point sampling allows a more detailed scrutiny of the off-site areas. This is an important issue in archaeological field survey, as, often, less dense and more dispersed find patterning eludes easy interpretation (Waagen 2014). Here, by example, it is shown how point sampling allows for a more detailed analysis of off-site find patterning in the direct surroundings of Colle S. Martino.

Two pairs of contingent samples, transect sample units 2334 and 2337, as well as 2307 and 2308, are conspicuous.

Figure 9. Transect sampling weight densities, point sampling A) CW and B) PW diagnostics.

Figure 10. Transect sampling weight densities and point sampling ware variability.
These samples are situated in close proximity to the modern farms near the road, which is often a reason to be cautious about increased CW weight densities. These could be affected by recent farm refuse, which is difficult to differentiate from ancient material. On the other hand, such a general interpretation should not defer a critical assessment of individual cases. Here, in both areas, point sampling recovered BG and PW, as well as CW diagnostics, which may link them to the main site as activity zones. Transect sample unit 2334 is of particular interest: it recovered low weight density and no BG, but the point samples show an increase from 1.5 g/m² to 35 g/m², corresponding to less than 0.05 sherds/m² SWDE based on transect sampling to more than 1.5 sherds/m² based on point sampling of quite fragmented pottery. The SDWE of one of the point samples located centrally in the concentration goes up to 2.5 sherds/m², the equivalent of ca. 7.5 sherds/point sample. Point sampling produced a substantial amount of CW, with relatively large pieces (feature sherds) with high variation in breakage among them, which
Intra- and extra-site functional zones and chronology

For understanding sites, especially large rural sites, it is crucial to understand which function sites, or parts of sites, represent in which chronological period. The examples below showcase how the detailed information from point sampling supports a finer analysis of these aspects.

BG is very important for chronological anchoring of the site. Point sampling recovered BG finds where they were not found during regular transect survey, namely in four transect sample units (2328, 2342, 2334, and 2310). In two of these, other artifactual clues for human activity are absent, and the finds may be related to offerings from destroyed burials. In the other two cases, they add to our understanding of the extent of the site and related areas in the Hellenistic period. In the site’s center, there is a huge density of BG, CW, and building material. Italic Terra Sigillata, on the other hand, is found in the adjacent field to the west (to the north of 2343), which could indicate a shift of focus of the site over time. PW weight densities are higher in the west of 2320 and in 2322 (see Figure 11), and the finds are heavier and more variably sized in 2322, as well as spatially correlated with concentrations of PW feature sherds. It is likely that these variations reflect a difference in the buried archaeological remains, with the western parts of 2320 and 2322 potentially relating to domestic structures. Dolium sherds appear almost exclusively in the center of the site, though two pieces have been found within the drawn nuclei boundaries in transect samples 2320 and 2322. Lastly, Glazed Pottery is found over the main site area, as well, and provides further chronological details.

The tile/spot ratio can be helpful in differentiating between built-up areas of a site and zones in which outside activities took place. The ratio projected based on point sampling shows a diffuse patterning (see Figure 12), but the scatter in 2334 has a clear relative abundance of pottery over tile: BM is present, but very fragmented. In the cluster on the other side of the road, on the other hand, 2307 and 2308, BM dominates. Whereas taphonomic processes can create such differences, the difference may be related to a different function of the area in the past. In both the nuclei in 2320 and 2322, BM dominates, whereas in 2321, pottery is more abundant. This clearly contributed to the establishment of the site boundaries in the field, but the area in between may be of a different functional profile more connected to 2322 that also features a more similar PW profile. The total dominance of BM in the southeastern nucleus of the central site must surely be indicative of a considerable building at that location.

Cost Estimation

Evidently, point sampling clearly has valuable qualities; however, for applying a point sampling research design instead of, or as a complement to, other types of sampling, the increase in information should be weighed against effort investment. Estimating relative efficiencies of different sample types in survey has been demonstrated to be extremely context dependent (Mueller 1974; Plog 1976, 1978). Effort investment has regrettably not been recorded for the point sampling fieldwork at Colle S. Martino. A reasonable proxy is the cost effort estimation based on point sampling efforts at the large rural site called TAP03 and the large hilltop settlement on the Montagna di Gildone (MdG), both in the same research area. TAP03 represents a Roman rural settlement that is located in a small valley across a number of level agricultural fields. MdG is a very different kind of site in terms of chronology, location, and visibility conditions. It boasts a large prehistoric–Iron Age site with impressive fortification walls, as well as Classical–Hellenistic/early Roman period agglomerations visible as high-density scatters in often heavily vegetated areas. With some caution, these numbers averaged can be taken as a general indication of effort spent (Table 3). The cost estimations for both include setting up a dGPS for localization, setting out the point samples, and cleaning and collecting the samples, as well as the full field documentation, but exclude breaks.

For TAP03, this amounted to 2.32 point samples per person hour, arriving at an estimated cost of 0.43 person hours per point sample. For Montagna di Gildone, we sampled 0.8 point samples per person hour, arriving at an estimated cost of 1.24 person hours per point sample (see Table 3). Averaging these scores, we would arrive at a mean 0.83 person hours per point sample. Compared with the standard intensive transect sample collection method, which was measured over the course of three days, we surveyed 0.37 ha per person hour, arriving at an estimated cost of 2.71 person hours per ha. This includes navigation, administration, and the occasional short displacements by car, but excludes breaks and was aggregated over several team leaders. Obviously, for the transect sampling, to compare the effort investment to point sampling, the person hours need to be multiplied by the number of members in a single team: in our case, five people. If we project these numbers onto the compared samples of 18 transect samples (roughly 4.5 ha) and 246 point samples (at 10 m intervals), we arrive at 61 person hours for the transect sampling and 204 person hours for the point sampling, so roughly a 3.3 times larger investment. Due to the heavy cleaning required at MdG, this is probably quite a conservative estimation, and it is thus advised to take the lower threshold of 0.43 person hours per point sample at TAP03 into account for future calculations.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed the compatibility of point sampling and standard transect survey in Mediterranean landscape archaeology. Naturally, many of the issues
discussed depend on the specific type of archaeology under study, and in different landscapes, with different types and quantities of finds, different decisions should be made. Still, our case study in the Tappino Valley in Molise presents landscape conditions that are quite common for late prehistoric to historical archaeology in inland Mediterranean areas.

Our results from Molise show that the method of point sampling can be meaningfully compared with more standard field survey methods using transects and larger collection units. This means that intensive point sampling can be adequately integrated within the research design of landscape archaeological projects. We observed a clear correlation in density values and variability of artifacts between transect and point sampling methods. The latter has the additional benefit of offering a higher resolution image of fluctuating densities both off- and on-site.

The added value of point sampling methods is particularly clear through its ability to shed light on low-visibility portions of the landscape that often remain out of view in standard survey methods and thus can lead to the detection and better understanding of otherwise poorly detectable activity zones ("sites"). Detection of large activity zones may also be feasible even with relatively large distances between point samples, as we also see a rough correlation in the 20 m distanced samples.

Besides detecting archaeology where it is difficult to trace with standard transect survey, point sampling can add to our functional and chronological understanding of such activity zones, under reasonable time and energy investments. In particular, the systematic inclusion of patches with (very) low-visibility within the activity zones allows a better definition of the extension and character of the activity zones. This effect was especially clear in fallow portions of the landscape. Moreover, the precise spatial information combined with the intensive collection offered by point samples allow a detailed spatial analysis of find distributions within activity zones, which can also be useful when surface finds are to be compared with remote sensing data or excavation.

In areas with good visibility and large quantities of finds, we believe that point sampling could be usefully complemented with diagnostic sampling within collection units that are larger than the point samples and smaller than transect/field units, for instance using the center of four point samples to establish blocks of 5 × 5 or 10 × 10 m. An option to mitigate redundancy is to establish criteria for subsampling, i.e., collect CW only every three point samples instead of during all of them.

We conclude that point sampling can help to refine the crude dichotomy between off- and on-site distinctions on the one hand and conceptions of the archaeological landscape as a continuum on the other. In this sense, we hope that our approach can help to develop a more holistic view of the archaeological landscape across different landscape conditions.
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